LOAD UP & SAVE WITH
A BONUS LOADER*

MF 5610 CAB 105 HP
Includes Bonus Loader ^

• Unique power control lever for full transmission control
on the shuttle
• Fully integrated loader system from factory
• Brake to neutral and shuttle sensitivity adjustment for
customised operation
• Fuel efﬁcient and powerful AGCO POWER engines

Kahikatea Drive, Hamilton
*1.99% Finance over 36 mths, available on speciﬁc models, to approved AGCO Finance customers with 30% minimum
deposit. GST paid in 3rd month, and balance paid over 36 months. Subject to normal lending criteria. ^ Conditions Apply.
Limited Stock. OFFER ENDS 31 AUGUST 2018.

After Hours Phone:

07 843 7237

John Metcalfe 027 496 0093
Ben Peters 027 243 1750

1.99%
Finance*

waikatotractors.co.nz
Neil Lawrence 027 654 0913
Keith Stewart 07 854 4048
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Experienced duo heads rural contractors
he new presidential
team leading Rural
Contractors New Zealand (RCNZ) says the organisation plays an invaluable
role educating and upskilling contractors and promoting their interests.
At its annual conference
in Masterton last month, the
RCNZ board elected Southland contractor David Kean
as president and Waikato
contractor Helen Slattery as
vice president.
David has been on the
RCNZ board since 2009 and
served as vice president for
the past five years.
Helen has been on the
board for six years and
serves on a number of the
RCNZ’s subcommittees,
including health and safety,
training and biosecurity.
She is also on the Waikato
Regional Council committee
that is developing a longterm management plan to
deal with velvet-leaf and
other intrusive weeds, pests
and viruses.
Both are second generation contractors.
In 2003, David took over
the sheep dipping and weed
spraying business that his
father Leo started in 1966.
In 2016 his two sons,
Jarrod and Nicol, joined him
in the business.
Helen and her husband
Roger run the Matamata

T

Incoming RCNZ president David Kean (left) and vice president Helen Slattery with outgoing president Steve
Levet.
Photo / Supplied
contracting business that
Roger’s father and uncle
started in the mid-1950s.
Along
with
their
contracting business the
couple operate a collection
service and compacting unit
for Plasback, which recycles
waste silage film throughout New Zealand.
“I first attended an
RCNZ conference in 2000,”
David says.

“It was a fantastic opportunity to talk with likeminded contractors and
benchmark my business
against theirs. I decided it
was good for my business
and I have been to every
annual conference since
then.
“The conference is a
great place to learn about
the latest technology and
get updates on changes to

employment and tax law,
health and safety, and other
regulations.
“The Rothbury Insurance scheme that we can get
access to through RCNZ and
discount fuel scheme from
Allied Petroleum are other
benefits
that
RCNZ
provides its members.”
David and Helen say that
finding good employees is a
priority for New Zealand’s

rural contractors.
They applaud the Immigration NZ’s recent decision
to renew the RCNZ’s Agreement in Principle (AIP),
which makes it much easier
for qualified contractors
who belong to the RCNZ to
bring in skilled drivers from
overseas.
“There is a labour shortage throughout New Zealand,” says David.

“We try to hire New
Zealanders first, but it is not
always possible.
“Under our AIP, RCNZ
members are allowed to
bring in a total of just 300
overseas
agricultural
machinery operators.
“Often the young guys
we bring in are more familiar than we are with the
latest technology because it
arrives in Europe before
here, so they serve a training role for us as well as
driving.”
Training is a particular
interest of Helen’s.
She is an assessor with
Connexis, the industry
training organisation that
serves rural contractors
and she has helped write
some of its qualification
standards.
She also a facilitator with
Good Yarn, which educates
rural people how to look out
for the signs of stress,
depression and other mental health problems.
“Connexis provides
RCNZ an accreditation programme for contractors,”
says Helen.
“With growing concerns
about M. bovis and other
biosecurity threats, it has
never been more important
for farmers to hire
contractors who hold registered or qualified contractor
status.”

WELCOME TO THE DISTRICT
from the team at Bowers and Son Ltd
For Housing and cowsheds we supply: • Redi Rock Retaining Block System
• Ready Mix Concrete • Efﬂuent Storage • Duracrete Water Tanks
• Duracrete Septic Tanks • Cattle Stops • Concrete Walls
• Feed Pads • Feed Troughs • Bunker Walls

WINNER
of NZ Concrete
Technology
Award
Te Awamutu 07 871 5209

|

Otorohanga 021951581 | www.bowersconcrete.co.nz
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Measuring the economic contribution
e Awamutu businesses Coresteel
Waikato and
House It/Shed It have
one to two years work
following Fieldays.
Coresteel Waikato
director Trina White
says Fieldays is an
amazing opportunity
for buyers to compare
different products and
systems before making choices.
She says it is absolutely vital to her
business to be at
Fieldays.
Coresteel Waikato
has a regular locations, which she says
works in their favour.
Four days of hard
work generates about
two years work for the
company — and it isn’t
all farm sheds.
We get some interesting jobs,” says
Trina.
“Three years ago
we secured and built a
2000m 2 marae.”
Alan Hockly and
Giles Bayley, who own
Shed It and House It,
are still working
through their contacts
and enquiries from
Fieldays and expect a
lot of work.
“We had a better
location this year than

T

Coresteel Waikato director Trina White and salesperson Brent
Photo / Dean Taylor
Pottage.
last year, and we are still doing
jobs from Fieldays 2017,” says
Giles.
He says there was more foot
traffic past their site this year,
generating more enquiries
about both their rural sheds
and modular housing packages.
“And we gave away 1200
sausages off the barbecue
thanks to Placemakers,” he
says.
“A bonus this year was
satisfied past clients visiting
and giving positive feedback
about the products they purchased.”

Economic Impact
Later this year the Fieldays 2018
Economic Impact Report will be
released — and chances are it will
match or better previous years.
The 2017 report, prepared by
independent economist Dr Warren
Hughes and Professor Frank
Scrimgeour of the University of
Waikato Management School’s Institute of Business Research,
highlighted a significant increase in
Fieldays’ contribution to the New
Zealand economy.
Fieldays’ brand value increased

House It and Shed It partners Alan Hockly (left) and Giles Bayley.
Photo / Dean Taylor

from $380 million in 2016 to $465m in
2017, signalling the Fieldays platform is increasing in value for
manufacturers selling to primary
producers.
It was also identified that Fieldays
broke the half-billion dollar barrier for
the first time, generating $538m in sales
revenue for New Zealand firms.
Up by $108m on 2016, this significant
increase in spending was a good
indication that New Zealand’s economic growth is in a strong position
compared to recent years.
At the report launch ANZ chief
economist Cameron Bagrie commented
on a strong rural community showing

strength across the board.
“It’s going to be a big economic
tailwind for New Zealand over the next
two to three years,” he said.
The report identified the creation of
over 2300 fulltime equivalent jobs in
2017, up from 2021 in 2016. Of those, 900
were created in the Waikato, a 27 per
cent increase on the previous year.
These jobs have been sustained
either side of the four day event,
including site preparations, freight and
hospitality, with the report showing
that for every dollar spent during the
event another $1.37 of sales revenue is
generated somewhere else in the New
Zealand economy.
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Tōtara a useful tree on the farm
Tōtara leaves and
‘fruit’ — technically a
fleshy cone.

Wayne
Bennett

Tōtara trees growing locally.

Forest Flora
esistance to stock browsing makes
tōtara a common sight and a particularly useful tree for farm planting.
Like its cousin kahikatea, tōtara produces
sweet, succulent fruit in large quantities during
late summer which attract fruit eating birds.
Tōtara growing among other trees grows
tall and straight, but growing out in the open is
much more spreading.
The shade from a mature tōtara will
improve the water habitat and help exclude
pasture weeds from the fenced off area.
Like most large trees tōtara will take time to
grow so plant sparingly about four to five
metres apart and interplant with quicker
growing but shade tolerant shrubs and some
quick establishing species as well.

R

Fund boost for innovative farming projects
roductive riparian planting, flies
as pollinators, protecting hill
country soils — innovative projects sitting on the sidelines will now
go ahead, thanks to a funding boost to
the Sustainable Farming Fund
announced by Agriculture Minister
Damien O’Connor.
The 15 new SFF projects add to the
28 already confirmed from the 2017
funding round.

A massive oversubscription to the
fund in recent years was relieved
earlier this year by Budget 2018’s $15
million boost over four years.
“This Government is working
alongside farmers in helping to grow a
sustainable, modern, productive and
profitable primary sector,” says
Damien. “These projects, spanning
sectors from meat and wool to forestry
and aquaculture, are led by those on

P

FARMALL C

AVAILABLE IN 4 MODELS
FROM 75-115HP

FARMALL C 95 99HP ROPS
+ STOLL FS FRONT END LOADER
+ GST

from $72,990

or ﬁnance from $1,225 per month*

INCREDIBLE DEALS
ACROSS THE 2018 UTILITY TRACTOR RANGE

www.gaz.co.nz

info@gaz.co.nz

FARMALL C 95 99HP CAB
+ STOLL FS FRONT END LOADER
+ GST

from $80,990

or ﬁnance from $1,352 per month*
CAMBRIDGE
183 Victoria Road
07 827 7159

OTOROHANGA
1 Progress Drive
07 873 4004

*Based on 30% deposit and 48 month term of loan, GST up front. Terms and conditions apply. See your local Giltrap AgriZone branch to find out more.

JOIN JAMIE MACKAY
EVERY WEEKDAY FROM 12 - 1PM
for an informative and entertaining agri-business hour, with a
generous side-serving of news, sport and politics.
LISTEN ON

WAIKATO • 97.0FM

THECOUNTRY.CO.NZ

the front line and provide further
opportunities for grassroots-up
solutions to some of New Zealand’s
most pressing issues such as climate
change, pest and disease management,
water quality, and food production and
safety.” Since 2000, SFF has supported
more than 1000 primary sector projects.
The next SFF funding round is now
open.
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Calves ruled out for
school calf club days
BY BETHANY ROLSTON
t’s going to be a calf club
without calves.
Calves have been given
the boot from pet days
around the New Zealand
this year, thanks to
Mycoplasma bovis.
In the Waikato, calves
won’t be invited to the A&P
Show on Friday, October 26.
It is recommended group
days and school events follow suit.
Waikato King Country
Boys and Girls Agricultural
Group chairman Alan Henderson, a dairy farmer in
Pāterangi, said the decision
was made to support MPI
and the dairy industry in
the eradication and management
control
of
Mycoplasma bovis.
Goats and lambs would
still be welcome in the Waikato A&P Show, he said.
“We’re hoping there’ll be
an increase in numbers of
lambs and goats entered,
with people still wanting to
enjoy the benefits of raising
an animal.”
Alan said biosecurity
measures would also be
made at the show.
The changes come fol-

I

lowing recommendations
from DairyNZ and the Ministry for Primary Industries
(MPI).
DairyNZ technical policy
advisor Nita Harding said
mixing young animals and
returning them to their
home farm was not worth
the risk.
“We recommended that,
while the Mycoplasma bovis
eradication programme is
underway, schools and
those managing calf days
look for alternatives to calf
day.
“It could become a ‘pet
day’ with other pets and
animals, or you could use
technology to provide an
innovative compromise.”
To the groups choosing
to still carry out calf club
days, DairyNZ and MPI
recommend:

Flashback to last century: We have been covering local
Calf Club group days in our rural papers for decades —
this year will be the first without calves.
Photos / Archives

■ Calves from farms under
movement restrictions will
not be allowed to come to
school, and children from
these farms should be
allowed to bring an alternative pet.
■ Some farmers will not
want calves from their
farms going to school and
returning home, and an

alternative pet should be
allowed under these circumstances.
■ All calves (and other
animals) coming to school
must be healthy on the day
of the calf club. If in doubt
leave them at home.
■ All calves must be correctly identified with
National Animal Identifi-

cation and Tracing (NAIT)
tags.
■ All animals must arrive
clean with no mud or faecal
material on the animal’s
coat or feet.
■ All children and adults
must come with clean footwear and clothing. Footwear should be cleaned and
disinfected before returning
home.
■ Each calf must have its
own halter and lead rope
(and these are not to be
shared with other calves),
drinking bowl or container
and feeding bottle or
bucket.
■ Calves should be kept
separated as much as possible.

■ Children should be
encouraged not to handle
each other’s calves without
washing or sanitising hands
between calves. This is particularly so if children’s fingers have been inside a
calf’s mouth. Care should
also be taken to prevent
calves sucking clothing.
■ Judges should sanitise
their hands after handling
each calf, and calves should
be
prevented
from
mouthing clothing.
■ If milk is brought from the
farm for feeding calves, this
milk must only be fed to the
calf from that farm — not to
any other calves. Use milk
replacer if there is a concern
about milk.

*July 2, 2018 to July 31, 2018

© 2018 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP). All rights reserved. ®, TM and the BRP logo are trademarks of BRP or its afﬁliates. Offer available at participating BRP approved
Can-Am dealerships, for vehicles sold between April 1st and June 30th. $1,500* rebate for MY17/18 Defender HD5, $1,000* rebate for MY18 Outlander 650. Free roof and front bars on Defender
HD8. ✝3 years of $199 capped service (excludes GST) (3 years, 350 hours or 5,500 km, whichever comes ﬁrst with a maximum of 4 services) and 14 days Money Back Guarantee** for MY18
Outlander 450 & 570 PRO/DPS, see full terms and conditions in-store or at www.canamoffroad.com. ^3 year warranty covers MY17/18 Defender and MY18 Outlander 450/570/650 PRO/DPS/XT
models only. Always ride responsibly and safely. Always wear protective gear & approved helmet. BRP reserves the right to change the promotion at any time.
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Son beats dad at Fieldays fencing
awke’s Bay father
and son duo Shane
and Tony Bouskill
successfully defended
their Fieldays Silver
Spades title at the New
Zealand Fencing Competition at Fieldays, but
this year son Tony
turned the tables on his
dad to take Golden Pliers
Singles Championship.
Shane was a four-time
winner and defending
champion, beating his
son into second at last
year’s event.
He had announced his
retirement, then decided
to give it one last go
against his 28-year-old
son —and the 47 year old
finished fourth.
Results: Golden Pliers
Singles Championship:
Tony Bouskill, 1; Jeff
Joines, 2; Tim Stafford,
3; Shane Bouskill, 4;
Matt Jones, 5; Haydon
Walton, 6; Tony White,
7; Cameron Beaven, 8.
Wiremark Best Quality: Jeff Joines. First off
the Line, The Nick
Liefting Trophy: Tony
Bouskill.
Fieldays Silver Spades
Doubles Champions:
Shane Bouskill and
Tony Bouskill; 1 Tim
Stafford and Jeff Joines,
2; Dan Hunt and Daniel
Kirk, 3; Nigel Higgins

H

Students get a
taste of rural life
outh Auckland students were given a
taste of careers in the primary industries as part of an Amazing Race at
Fieldays.
Almost 60 students from Aorere College and
Manurewa High School took part in the food
challenge.
Students zigzagged across the site of the
largest agricultural event in the Southern
Hemisphere.
“I thought we were coming to see cows
being milked, but this is mind-blowing,” said
Year 12 student Linda-Rae Porter.
The Amazing Race is designed to show city
students career opportunities in primary
industries. It’s organised by NZ Young
Farmers and funded by the Red Meat Profit
Partnership (RMPP).
“It’s about showing city kids that there is
more to food production than cows and
gumboots,” said Leeann Morgan from NZ
Young Farmers.
“Being here has really opened my eyes. I
didn’t realise most of these companies even
existed,” said Year 12 student Jillianne
Faletaogo. Year 12 Saane Fotu wants to
study science at university and had planned
to enter the health sector.
“Then I arrived at Fieldays and was like
‘wow’. Now I’m considering working in agriscience,” she said.
Students visited sites of tertiary education
providers, companies and the Ministry for
Primary Industries (MPI).
They met former Aorere College student
Shaleen Nandan, who now works as a
biosecurity officer for MPI. She completed a
Bachelor of Science majoring in botany at
the University of Otago.
“The career prospects in the primary
industries are endless. It’s not just about
farming,” said Shaleen.

S

Gisborne fencer Haydon Walton in action in the
Photo / Dean Taylor
Golden Pliers.

Style of a champion: Golden Pliers Singles and
Silver Spades Doubles Champion Tony Bouskill
in action.
Photo / Dean Taylor
and Craig Shortall, 4;
Jared Nicolson and
Bernard Condon-Orr, 5;

Matt Jones and John
Graham, 6.
Bill Schuler Final:

Jared Nicholson, 1; Martin Leveridge, 2; Dan
Kirk, 3; Sam Burton, 4;
Troy Brooky, 5; Nick
Stanger, 5.
Best first year: Martin
Leveridge. Best second
year: Cameron Beaven.
Fieldays
Silver
Staples: Fergus Smith
and Angus Bennett —
Smedley Station, 1;

Jamie Arnold and Louis
Twigg — Smedley
Station, 2; Jordon
Williams and Zac Reid
— Otiwhiti Station, 3;
Proude
and
Jack
Ellington — Waipaoa
Station, 4; Bradley Clement and Rhys Fyers —
Otiwhiti Station, 5;
Pengelley and Du-toit —
Waipaoa Station, 6.

Specialising in all farm excavation including
efﬂuent ponds and all farm maintenance work.

Contact our team for advice and product needs for
all your Summer cropping, seed, agchem, fertiliser,
dairy hygiene, animal health, meal and silo blends.
41 Market Street, Te Awamutu – Ph 07 870 2830

JDC supply and cart Aglime ex Ravensdown or Graymont and Limemag.
Will work with any spreading contractor of your choice.
Diggers and bulldozer also available for all farm excavation and
farm race maintenance work.
Transporter now available to move your earthmoving equipment,
farm machinery and silage bales.
For all your Fertiliser, Aglime, Palm Kernel and Farm Aggregates
make the call to JDC your Farm Bulk Cartage Specialist.

Phone Paul McAlpine
r 021 489 84
jdc.net.nz

Andrea Miller
Store Manager
0275 902 043

www.pggwrightson.co.nz

Mark Bulwer
Technical Field Rep
0277 079 356

Mark Arrandale
Technical Field Rep
0274 037 027
Helping grow the country
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Lions the hot chip champs

Farmers urged
to have a say

BY JESSE WOOD
Wintec journalism student

limate change ambassadors for the
dairy sector are urging farmers to
submit on the Zero Carbon Bill, saying
this is their chance to influence the new 2050
emissions target the bill will set in place.
The Government is asking for public
feedback on three possible 2050 emission
reduction targets.
DairyNZ and many other primary sector
organisations are supportive of a new target
which will reduce carbon emissions to net
zero, and stabilise methane emissions. This
is an option dairy farmers can support by
submitting online.
“Farmers shouldn’t be complacent about
submitting their views,” says Waikato
farmer George Moss. “There’s a lot of people
who believe all emissions should reduce to
net zero, but they don’t fully appreciate the
implications this would have for the primary
sector.”
Taranaki farmer Trish Rankin says,
“New Zealand has made international
commitments to reduce our emissions, the
question now is how we do that.
“The primary sector is responsible for a
significant amount of New Zealand’s
emissions, so the target chosen will impact
how the sector operates. Stabilising methane is one option we should consider.”
Current internationally agreed science
shows both nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide must reduce to net zero if we are to keep
global warming within the two-degree
warming threshold.
The bill is out for public consultation
until Thursday.

idden away in their caravan,
the
Ōh a u p ō /
Ngāhinapouri Lions Club
have been faithfully cheeky for
the past few decades at
Fieldays.
Some of these members have
worked in the sweltering van
for over 30 years, always serving up a smile and a laugh on the
side with your hot chips.
The Lions Club raise money
for their community and endless amounts of planning goes
into it.
One member stands at the
front serving the long queue.
Another stands at the back of
the caravan “quality controlling” the hotdogs.
The van is half the size of the
one that they started out with.
They had to tow the old one
down with a tractor.
Secretary Bruce Thomas
joined the club in 1976 and was a
charter member. He says that
since he started it hasn’t really
changed much.
“From my point of view, I
thought I’d give it 20 years and I
still haven’t got away from it,”
says Bruce.
Year in, year out the
Ōhaupō/Ngāhinapouri Lions
Club show up to support their
community.
“Our main aim is to look
after our own people. We don’t

C

H

FIELDAYS fodder from Ōhaupō/Ngāhinapouri Lions Club members, from left: Bruce
Thomas, Nicholas Barrowcliffe, Graeme Coxhead, Dianne Mitchell, Ken Arnold, Kevin
Photo / Jesse Wood
Henderson, Ross Karl, Geoff Orchard, Gavin Wood.
give money outside of the area,”
says Bruce.
“It keeps the club together.
What else would you do? We’re
getting too old to chop firewood.”
The Lions Club is mainly
made up of farmers and retirees
from the local area.
“I’m not quite sure when I
started, but it goes back a bit,”

said treasurer Ross Karl.
“I remember one year, we
were trying to get out, all sitting
on the back of this bloody ute,
trying to find a quick way out —
there was no way out.
“There was this tractor in
the tent next door to us which
was like a supercharged tractor
and someone fired it up and it
took off.

“It went flying through the
back of the tent. Luckily someone wasn’t killed.”
Bruce also has many memories from over the years at
Fieldays but there’s a few things
that keep him returning annually.
“It’s the camaraderie really
and we do raise some good
coin.”

■ Farmers can submit online using the
Ministry for the Environment’s multi-choice
submission form at http://tinyurl.com/
y84nns9k

PLUS 3 YEAR OR 100,000KM FREE SERVICE PLAN
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cattle farms
Fieldays exhibitors win awards All
need to prepare
ews that a lifestyle block in Rakaia with 24
animals has tested positive for Mycoplasma
bovis shows that all cattle farming operations must take heed of the disease according to
Federated Farmers dairy chairperson Chris Lewis.
Another lifestyle block near Inglewood is under
Notice of Direction while follow-up testing is done.
“Big, small, lifestyle or intensive/extensive, any
farm operation with cattle is at risk and the owners
and staff have a part to play in the biosecurity of
the sector,” says Chris.
“Outside Canterbury and Southland it is understandable that many small block holders were not
aware of the implications of Mycoplasma bovis for
them.
“But there is a wealth of information out there
and everyone with cattle needs to do their
homework.”
Stock movements carry the highest risk for
spreading of Mycoplasma bovis. Restrictions have
been placed on all known risk properties so the
risks of buying infected calves are low — but not
zero.
“So ask before you buy, find out where the
animals have come from, register yourself with
NAIT, make sure the animals you are buying all
have NAIT tags and don’t let them off the truck or
pick them up unless they do,” says Chris.
Feeding infected milk is the second highest risk
of spreading M. bovis.
Milk that has the lowest risk of containing M.
bovis bacteria comes in the form of calf milk
replacer powder, acidified milk or pasteurised
milk.
If you’re feeding whole milk, do not feed milk
from cows under treatment for mastitis or other
illnesses. This milk should be discarded. These
cows are more likely to shed M. bovis into their
milk than healthy cows.
There are many avenues for small block holders
to get advice, including joining Federated Farmers.

N

The Hansen team went all out to create a
circus theme for their exhibitor site —
“My favourite at Fieldays 2018” — Dean
Taylor.
Photos / Dean Taylor

NEW

a “next level sausage sizzle”.
Best Motor Vehicle Precinct
Site award went to MercedesBenz Vans for their impressive
site showcasing a variety of
their fleet.
Mercedes-Benz
were
praised for staying true to
what they’re offering customer, showcasing vehicles
specific to the agricultural sector with a strong brand.
The Fieldays Supreme Site
Award was decided on by a
number of Xero staff members
and one of their accounting

0%
Finance

NEW

partners was tasked to go
under cover and check out the
finalists to decide on the overall winner.
They chose DeLaval, saying
the impressive layout was
hard to beat, offering visitors
different areas to interact with
staff and learn more about the
products on offer.
A close second and honourable mention went to the team
from The Local, who were
operating with limited budget
but a load of passion and a
strong sense of reason.

0%
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Best Agribusiness Indoors Site
for being well-branded and for
their excellent use of length
and height of their site to
showcase their products,
which included a feed silo.
Nescafé Dolce Gusto
impressed with their friendly
staff and the great site layout
that won them the Best Rural
Living Site.
The crowds flocking to The
Local in Foodcourt 2 led to
them taking out the Best Food
Vendor Site, praised by
Fieldays MC Te Radar as being

NEW

Samasz 2.4m Disc Mower,

Fleming ST 2300 Slurry Tanker

2-year warranty

10,500 litres, auto fill, big tyres

$4 from
plu 9,0
sg 0
st 0

ieldays exhibitors were
awarded
for
their
creativity and effort at the
Fieldays Exhibitors Site
Awards, sponsored by Xero.
Several independent judges
considered how the site looked,
its originality, signage,
interactive elements, staff and
customer service and the overall vibe and were impressed
with the high calibre of this
year’s sites.
New Zealand National
Fieldays Society CEO Peter
Nation said the awards recognise the time, effort, imagination and investment that our
valued exhibitors have put into
their sites.
“It’s great to see the magic
that companies with big
budgets can come up with as
well as the creativity from
companies with very little
budget,” he said.
“It takes weeks for exhibitors to set up their sites, which
contributes immensely to the
Fieldays visitor experience. so
it’s great to be able to acknowledge their efforts with these
awards.”
The award for Best
Agribusiness Outdoor Site
went to DeLaval Ltd, whose
site was professional and well
set-out with staff who were
friendly and engaging, successfully interacting with
members of the public in a
respectful way.
PPP Industries Ltd won the

F
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NEW

New Earth Panbuster
Sub Soiler
Auto reset

Erth Direct Disc Drill
125mm row spacing, 3m qnd 4m
folding models in stock

NEW
Frandent 3m Power Harrows
In stock, 3-year warranty
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Finance subject to approval
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USED

HD Silage Grab

Fleming Tip Trailers

2000 Dual Spreader

Hardox tines, JCB brackets

In stock

12 months old, excellent condition

David Williams 021 824 875 • David Lewis 027 413 0999 • Denis Madigan 022 657 142
36-38 Progress Dr • Otorohanga 3900
Office Phone 07 871 7395 • www.toplink.co.nz • sales@toplink.co.nz
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Otago farmer wins Young Farmer title
outh Otago sheep
farmer Logan Wallace
won the coveted 50th
FMG Young Farmer of the
Year title in front of his
hometown crowd in Invercargill this month.
Elated
supporters
cheered as their man made
his way through a standing
ovation and onto the stage.
“I’m absolutely ecstatic.
“Being named the FMG
Young Farmer of the Year
has always been a dream of
mine,” he said.
It’s Logan’s second
attempt at the title and
means the sought-after winner’s trophy will be staying
in Otago/Southland region.
The Waipahi sheep
farmer convincingly beat
six other finalists after
three days of gruelling competition.
For the event the men
tackled fast-paced practical
modules,
technical
challenges and an agriknowledge quiz.
“We are immensely
proud of Logan. He’s put his
all into the contest,” said
Logan’s father Ross.
“It’s something he’s
wanted to do since he was a
boy.”
Logan Wallace runs 2300
ewes on a 290ha farm, which
he leases from his parents.
The intensive sheep
breeding and finishing prop-
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Champion Logan Wallace in action
during the practical rounds. Photo / Supplied

FMG Young Farmer of the Year Logan Wallace.
Photo / Supplied

erty also carries 700 hoggets
and 400 trading sheep.
The Clinton Young
Farmers member, who has
mild dyslexia, is heavily
involved in his local community.
He leads a youth group
and is a Land Search and

Rescue member.
“I used some of those
search and rescue planning
skills this week to ensure I
didn’t waste any time,” he
said.
The winner’s prize package includes a New Holland
tractor, a Honda quad bike,

cash, scholarships, equipment and clothing.
The grand final prize
pool was valued at over
$155,000.
“Logan Wallace is an
extremely deserving winner,” said Andrea Brunner
from FMG.
“He has demonstrated
the breadth of knowledge,
skill and capability required
to be crowned the FMG
Young Farmer of the Year.
“The calibre of the finalists this year is testament to
the depth of talent we have
in our rural sector,” says
Andrea.
Allan Anderson won the
prestigious title in 1970 and
is the longest surviving
Young Farmer of the Year
Grand Champion.

Waikato/Bay of Plenty representative
John Cozens placed third and won the
Meridian Energy Agri-knowledge quiz
and speech challenge.
Photo / Supplied

“This win will be life
changing,” says Allan.
“Logan should bask in
the warmth of the win and
make the most of the opportunities it will present.”
The victory is made even
more special because the
contest, which began as a
radio quiz in 1969, is celebrating its 50th anniversary.
“It’s pretty special that
the grand finalist in the
region hosting the 50th year
managed to win the contest,” said contest chairman
Dean Rabbidge.
“I’m proud of the entire
Otago/Southland region for
pulling together to make
this grand final week such a
success.”
Second place went to
Cameron Black, who’s a

Rural Contractors

Christchurch-based rural
consultant for New Zealand
Agri Brokers.
Bay of Plenty contract
milker Josh Cozens took out
third place and the agriknowledge challenge.
Challenge winners:
AGMARDT Agri-business
challenge: Patrick
Crawshaw; Massey
University Agri-growth
challenge: Logan Wallace;
Ravensdown Agri-skills
challenge: Logan Wallace;
Agri-sports challenge
(supported by Worksafe):
Logan Wallace; Meridian
Energy Agri-knowledge
quiz and speech challenge:
Josh Cozens; FMG People’s
Choice Award: Patrick
Crawshaw.
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Ph: 07 870 6610 Email: ruralcon@xtra.co.nz

We do:
• Efﬂuent Ponds
• Races
• Contouring
• Tree Clearing

• Drainage (All types)
• House Sites
• Tanker Tracks
• Stumping

We offer:
Diggers:
• 4 tonne

• 12 tonne
(Swamp Tracks Available)

• 20 tonne

• All with tilt buckets,
thumbs, root rakes

Bulldozers, Grader Hire, Roller Hire,
Tractor &Trailer (Tipper), Bulk Cartage,
Heavy Haulage, Certiﬁed Pilots,
Laser Levels, Experienced Operators

Call us today

Dennis Hewitt

Keena Henry

027 220 1417

07 870 6610
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Six steps to succession
LAWYERS

The Rural & Commercial Law Experts
380 Alexandra Street, Te Awamutu 3840
P: 07 872 -0560 F: 07 871 5882
E: ofﬁce@galliemiles.co.nz
www.galliemiles.co.nz

GTRAC

HEDGECUTTING

RURAL
LIFESTYLE
URBAN
Keeping your hedges tidy
Contact Robert King

027 476 0395

Kirsty
McDonald
Gallie Miles
Partner
he question of what is to happen to the
family farm is a significant issue facing
farming families and is often difficult for
families to confront and resolve. It is important to
ensure that any plans you may have for
succession are actually feasible.
The earlier that farming families can put in
place a plan that deals with what is to happen
with the family farm, the more successful the plan
will be.
A successful plan for the family farm will
involve the following key components:
• Open and frank family discussions;
• Professional advice;
• Financial security;
• Control;
• Fairness; and
• Flexibility.
Open and frank family discussions
The first and most important step for farming
parents is to have an open and frank discussion
with your children as soon as possible about
what is to happen to the family farm.
• Explain the need for fairness, not equality.
• Canvass the importance of keeping the farm
intact and in the family and see if your children
agree.
• Ensure that everybody knows and understands
what the plan is so that hurt feelings can be
minimised.
Professional advice
The next step is to see your lawyer to discuss
how you can put in place a plan that meets your
family’s needs. Your lawyer should then work
closely with your banker and accountant to
ensure the plan provides maximum benefit.

T

Financial Security
A succession plan must guarantee the
financial security of the farming parents.
Any succession plan therefore needs to
ensure that the plan is financially viable to both
parents and the succeeding child.
The best way of ensuring the financial
security of the farming parents is put a plan in
place as early as possible. This means that the
transfer of the farm assets to the succeeding
child or children can take place over a period of
years.
Vesting of Control
Traditionally the passing of control of the
family farm has been a gradual process of
passing ownership and control over a period of
time.
A successful farm succession plan should
have in place a legal structure which enables
the gradual passing of control in accordance
with the needs of the farming parents and in
consultation with the succeeding child.
Fairness
Many farming parents struggle with how to
achieve equality between all of their children.
The reality is that if the family farm is to pass
to one child, it will be almost impossible to
achieve equality as between the remaining
children. Fortunately however the law does not
require that there be equality between children.
The law does require that you make
adequate provision for each of your children.
What constitutes adequate provision will depend on the value of your estate and the
particular circumstances of each of your
children.
A farm succession plan should be structured
in such a way that all children are treated fairly.
Flexibility
A workable succession plan will allow for the
gradual sale of the farm assets to the
succeeding child over a period of time. It should
also be flexible so that it can work to the family’s
advantage in changing economic times.
If you want to discuss how to start planning
your family’s succession plan then contact the
rural law experts at Gallie Miles.

On your marks, get set…calve

CAMBRIDGE
WATER PUMP

Darren
Sutton

SERVICES

Waikato FarmWise
Consultant

MILK MACHINE TESTING
PUMP SALES & SERVICE
WATER FILTRATION
SWIMMING POOL PUMPS
FARM RETICULATION
TRENCHING
DEEP WELL SPECIALISTS

ell we blinked and we are on the cusp of
another calving.
While many farms are wetter than we
would like, most have good covers, good BCS
and the promise of getting paid a fair reward for
the effort that goes into dairy farming.
This month I want to touch on a few points
about how to best transition your dry cows into
high performing milkers.
Feed intakes
Ideally we want to reduce cow intakes to
about 90 per cent of maintenance about 10
days prior to calving. This helps prime her
metabolism to make the jump from dry to
lactating cow. While this may be feasible when
cows are fully housed and fed a TMR, in NZ with
our weather conditions, this is highly impractical.
All you can attempt to do is in fine weather
get cows to graze to 1100-1200 after thre or four
hours.
As a milker, to strike the right balance of
good feed intakes and ensuring the second
round of grazing is also high quality pasture,
graze to 1500-1600. This will ensure both good
milk production and a manageable rate of cow
condition. With or without supplements being
fed, these target residuals remain constant.
Feed types
As a springer cow there are some better
feeds than others. To help reduce their energy
intakes and reduce the amount of calcium in
their diet, feeding maize and/or hay or the
longest and rankest paddocks help to achieve
this. We are wanting to reduce their calcium and
potassium intakes where possible. This allows
for better absorption of magnesium and primes
the cow to mobilise her own calcium stores.
Cow condition
This is a tricky one. Leading up to the PSC
you are trying to get cows to 5.0 for MA cows

W

ON-CALL 24/7

Cambridge Water Pump Services offers a complete range of quality water
pump services to residential, commercial and agricultural clients throughout the
region. You can depend on our experts to design, install, repair and maintain
your water systems. from a tranquil water feature to an extensive agricultural
irrigation system, our team will be more than happy to tackle any sized job!

• PUMP DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
• REPAIRS MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
• DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL & AGRICULTURAL
• PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED
• NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

CAMBRIDGE WATER PUMP SERVICES
212 Thornton Rd, Cambridge
www.waterpumpservices.co.nz

SEAN BOVILL
07 8277899 • 027 498 1444

and 5.5 for R2s and R3s, but once we move
past the PSC you need to ensure that the late
calvers are not becoming too fat. The R2s and
R3s will generally not be an issue if well grown
and become 5.5 to 6.0 (hard to do), but the older
and latest calvers when they turn into the 5.5+
BCS cows have much higher risk of becoming a
down cow. These late calvers do need to be
tightly fed through late spring and fed more low
energy feed like hay or straw to reduce this risk.
Minerals
Dry cows and milking cows need about 20g
of elemental Mg supplemented per day. This is
about 40g of Mg oxide per cow per day. If
dusting, then the losses can be high, so
doubling this rate is typically required. If fed via a
feed pad, then still make an allowance for some
wastage.
Also adding magnesium chloride or sulphate
through the drinking water will help reduce milk
fever. These chloride and sulphate forms of Mg
are absorbed better than oxides, but cannot be
used to fully replace Mg oxide due to their
bitterness.
It is important to start Mg supplements three
to four weeks prior to calving.
Dry cows should not get any calcium
supplemented to them four weeks prior to
calving. Once milking, most cows, if fed mainly
pasture, will have enough calcium supplied to
meet their daily demands.
However if feeding higher rates of
supplements like PK and maize, you may need
to add in some Limeflour to account for some
feeds that have a low Ca content. Often 100g
/cow/day via the feed pad will cover most
maize feeding deficiencies (2-4kg of maize/
c/day).
Colostrums often benefit with Limeflour
dusted at 200g/cow/day over their pasture
even if not being supplemented with maize.
This is due to their metabolism making the
change and low pasture intakes in the first few
days post-calving.
Avoid calving cows on effluent paddocks.
Milkers are the safest mob to be grazing any
long effluent paddocks.
Think through your transition plans and
make sure you can set your cows up to
succeed this spring and avoid metabolic
issues. Planning now will save you time later.
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Learning to bring a
tuatara back to life
Kate
Field
Vetora
Veterinarian
s vets, every now and then we get a
break from putting our arms up cows’
bums to deal with smaller and more
out of the ordinary creatures.
Not many vets can say they’re worked
with a dinosaur, but we got pretty close
when we received an emergency call from
the Ōtorohanga Kiwi House to say they were
rushing up to Te Awamutu with a comatose
tuatara.
I won’t say panic stations ensued, but we
were certainly a little nervous — I had never
even seen one, let alone vetted one, and
adding to that, 220 million years of these
prehistoric creatures existing still doesn’t
seem to have been enough time to develop
a comprehensive veterinary knowledge
base and bloodwork changes for sick ones.
The Kiwi House staff are absolutely
wonderful. I’d highly recommend a visit if
you’re around Ōtorohanga. They do a
fantastic job at preserving our wildlife and
the level of care they provide is exceptional.
They are very quick at picking up signs of
illness, so we knew this must have happened out of the blue.
When the tuatara arrived we found
exactly that — a floppy, lifeless-looking
tuatara.
We started an emergency clinical exam,
just as we would for any other critical patient.
This one, however, revealed no heart
beat. Panic.
No breaths. No movements. No eye
reflexes. Had he karked it on the way over?
Opening his mouth, our wonderful nurse
commented on how pink his gums were for a
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potentially-dead tuatara… maybe he wasn’t
actually dead.
We had the chance to try and bring this
endangered creature back to life, so we tried
everything we could think of — active
warming and oxygen being the mainstay.
Perhaps they should give us lessons in
tuatara CPR at vet school.
After about 10 minutes, as we were
starting to give up hope, the creature opened
his mouth and gave a huge gasp for air. A
quick listen revealed a heartbeat of about two
per minute — better than none.
As we continued the warmth and oxygen
the breathing became more regular, eye
reflexes returned and the heart beat
quickened slightly. We seemed out of the
woods.
But the question remained as to why had
the creature decided to come seemingly so
close to death?
To answer this, we took some blood from
the tail vein (not an easy task on a grumpy,
just-returned-to-life tuatara) which we sent to
the lab, only to discover that the results
“looked” normal, but that it seems no one has
done enough work on healthy tuataras to
discover what the results should be.
Through research and talking to those
more in the know, we came up with two most
likely possibilities:
1. Water dragons have an elaborate “playdead” response where they drop their heartbeat to below one per minute and abolish all
reflexes. Maybe tuataras can do this too.
Perhaps the little guy had taken offence to
being handled for routine procedures and
adopted his stress technique.
2. Overheating — tuataras can suffer crucial
glucose changes at temperatures over 28°.
With the hot summer we had this year,
maybe bringing him into the air-conditioned
clinic (even on a heat pad) may have helped
him come back to normal.
Whatever the reason, he hasn’t
performed this trick again, and we now know
what to do. You learn something new every
day.

Quarter of native bush
on sheep and beef farms
report from the University of Canterbury has revealed that 24 per cent of
New Zealand’s native vegetation
cover (approximately 2.8 million hectares) is
estimated to be on sheep and beef farms.
This is the largest amount of native
vegetation present outside of public conservation land.
The report also estimates that 1.4 million
hectares of New Zealand’s native forest is
on sheep and beef farms and is likely
playing a vital, but often unheralded role in
supporting biodiversity and carbon sequestration.
Beef + Lamb New Zealand (B+LNZ) CEO
Sam McIvor says this is a great acknowledgement for our farmers and the work
they’re doing as stewards of the land.
“I hear sheep and beef farmers talking
every day about what they’re doing on farm
to support biodiversity and it’s great we
now have evidence to back up their passionate voices”.
The report, commissioned by B+LNZ,
was undertaken by Professor David Norton
from the University of Canterbury’s School
of Forestry.
Supported by Auckland University of
Technology staff, the report used satellite
imagery to assess the amount of native
vegetation, focusing on native forest, occurring on sheep and beef farms in New
Zealand.
“The 2.8 million hectares of native
vegetation on sheep and beef farms are
critical for biodiversity conservation on
farms and for landscape-level biodiversity
outcomes,” says Professor Norton.
“This finding is particularly important in
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places where there is little native cover
remaining, like those in lower altitudes, on
more gentle slopes, and in drier regions,”
says Professor Norton.
Sam says the environment is a cornerstone for our sector and underpins everything that we do at Beef + Lamb New
Zealand.
“This report helps highlight not only the
role sheep and beef farms currently play in
contributing to New Zealand’s biodiversity,
but will also help us identify opportunities
to build on this as a sector”.
The report is also relevant to the
proposed zero carbon legislation. While
further research is needed, the 1.4 million
hectares of native forest will be
sequestering carbon and most of this is
unlikely to be counted in the current
Emissions Trading Scheme.
Further research is now being
undertaken to measure the potential of this
native forest to sequester carbon, and this
work will help inform B+LNZ’s and farmers’
input into the Zero Carbon Bill.
Along with surveying the extent of
native vegetation, the report highlights that
New Zealand’s sheep and beef sector is
potentially unique globally in terms of the
amount of native forest on its land.
The release of this report is one of the
first steps for B+LNZ in implementing its
environment strategy.
The strategy aims for clean freshwater
around farms, for the sector to be carbon
neutral by 2050, for sheep and beef farms to
provide habitats that support thriving
biodiversity, and to support healthy productive soils.

BI0NIC. NOTHING ELSE MEASURES UP.
Proudly available from your local veterinary clinic. Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health New
Zealand Limited. Level 3, 2 Osterley Way, Manukau, Auckland, New Zealand. BIONIC® is a
registered trademark of Boehringer Ingelheim Group. Registered pursuant to the ACVM Act
1997 | No. A9646 | ©Copyright 2018 Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health NZ Ltd. All rights reserved. NZ-17-BAH-175.
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ILLUSTRATOR
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Kieran is an amazing
designer/artist. If
you want him to
create for you, you’ll
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